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Abstract 

In this paper I present metadata (instructions) for using a set of audio recordings of Cusco Quechua, a 
language spoken in Peru. A Spanish version of this paper is also available on this same site. The details 
described here include when, where, how, and why the recordings were made; a list of the lexical items 
that were elicited, along with their glosses; and an explanation of how the accompanying WAV files are 
named and organized. These files represent the speech of three adult male native speakers, and include 
an orthographic transcription tier for use with Praat. The target words were carefully selected to 
exemplify all consonant and vowel phonemes, plus a few salient allophones. They were elicited in a 
consistent sentential frame, and were pronounced five times each by every speaker. Consequently, they 
can serve as a corpus of acoustic data for anyone interested in doing an instrumental analysis of the 
phonetic characteristics of Cusco Quechua. For this reason, the paper includes only a minimal amount of 
actual phonological description.
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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this brief paper is to describe a series of recordings of the Quechua dialect typically 
spoken in and around the city of Cusco, Peru. A similar file contains the same information in Spanish. 
This variety of Quechua is especially important and interesting since (1) Cusco was the capital of the 
Inca empire; (2) consequently, this dialect is very prestigious; (3) it is the largest variety in Peru, with 
1,500,000 speakers according to Gordon (2005); and (4) it has contrastive aspirated and ejective stops. 
This last fact is typologically significant in that phonemic aspirated stops are somewhat marked cross-
linguistically, and ejectives are even less common among the languages of the world. For example, in the 
P-base sample of 549 languages, only 115 (20.9%) contain one or more ejectives (Mielke 2006), and in 
the UPSID database the corresponding proportion is even lower: 68 out of 451 languages (15.1%) 
(Maddieson and Precoda 1992). As a natural result of this situation, a contrast between plain plosives, 
aspirates, and glottalized stops in the same system is fairly rare. Therefore, one of the benefits of this 
project is that it makes publically available a corpus of data having the following characteristics: well-
organized, robust, rigorously designed and elicited, and representative of a language whose phonetic 
details are theoretically noteworthy yet relatively understudied. 

2 Design and methodology of the experiment 

Five male native speakers of Quechua were recorded during the months of November 2005–January 
2006. All five are also fluent in Spanish. Since I do not speak Quechua, the metalanguage used to orient 
and instruct the speakers was exclusively Spanish. The recordings were made in an anechoic chamber in 
the installations of the Instituto Lingüístico de Verano (Summer Institute of Linguistics) in Magdalena del 
Mar, Lima. This room is normally used for professional quality recordings sessions, but is not part of a 
regular (full-scale) phonetics lab. After instruction, I operated all of the recording equipment by myself 
during the actual study. The subjects spoke into a Sound Professionals ATM3a head-mounted 
microphone (with foam covering) fixed at a distance of 1–2 inches to the side of the mouth. Target items 
were cued from written sheets. Speakers initially read through the list one time each, without recording, 
to familiarize themselves with the frame sentence and substitution items (discussed in §4). The entire list 
of target words was pronounced five times by each speaker, pausing after each complete read through. 
So normally 25 tokens of each item were obtained. The order of presentation of the test words was 
randomized and counterbalanced across the five sheets. Subjects were requested to speak at a relaxed, 
conversational speed, neither especially fast nor slow. They were also asked to use a normal tone of 
voice, neither too loud nor soft. Live utterances were recorded directly onto a hard disk using the Adobe 
Audition program and a Roland ED UA-30 USB audio interface, at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz (16-bit). 
They were then segmented, transcribed, and analyzed using version 4.3.17 of Praat, with all of its 
default parameter settings. This freeware program can be downloaded from the following website: 
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/. 

3 Speakers 

Some relevant facts pertaining to the five speakers are listed in table 1: 
  

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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Table 1. Personal data on the five male native speakers of Cusco Quechua (Peru) 

 place of birth and/or childhood 
age Department Province District 
39 Cusco Canchis Tinta 
42 Cusco Calca Calca 
48 Cusco La Convención Santa Teresa 
48 Cusco Urubamba Chinchero 
59 Cusco Cusco Cusco 

 

As table 1 shows, the speakers I recorded come from five different provinces of the Department of 
Cusco, so they represent quite well the variation within this dialect of Quechua. Nevertheless, they did 
not present any significant, consistent differences in their speech styles. Four of the five speakers wished 
to be recognized specifically by name: P. Segundo Ibarra Álvarez, Juan Justiniani Quispe, Dr. Mario 
Mejía Huamán, and Moisés A. Rodríguez. I am very grateful to all of them for their invaluable 
contribution to this work. Before taking part in the experiment, each of these subjects was allowed to 
read, sign, and keep an informal contract outlining the general purpose of the study, their rights, what 
was expected of them, how much they would be paid, how it might benefit the Quechua community as 
well as the academic world at large, and granting their permission also to post the obtained recordings 
on the Internet. Each speaker was paid a total of 25 Peruvian soles for approximately one hour of work. 
At the time this was the equivalent of about $7.58 US, which was quite generous by comparable local 
standards. 

4 Wordlist 

All phonemes of Cusco Quechua were elicited, plus a few important allophones. The phonological 
content of the test items was carefully controlled to get the minimal contrasts possible. The 45 words and 
their glosses are listed in table 2 below. Target words were pronounced in the carrier frame Pacon naha 
“___” nisharan ‘Paco was saying ___ a little while ago’. This consists of /pako/ ‘male name’; /-n/ ‘personally 
witnessed (evidential)’; /naha/ ‘a while ago, previously, before’; /ni-/ ‘say’; /-ʃa/ ‘progressive’; /-ɾa/ 
‘past (perfect)’; and /-n/ ‘third person generic’. This was chosen because it fixes an unstressed vowel 
right before and after the target word to avoid the effects of stress clash and consonant clustering. Some 
speakers say ['ɲaha] instead of ['naha], but this difference does not appear to affect the target words in 
any way. Main stress in Quechua is regularly penultimate in all of these items. In the set of minimal pairs 
listed below in table 2, all phonemic segments are contrasted in word-initial syllables bearing primary 
stress. Onset consonants (including aspirates and ejectives) occur in the context ['_VCV(C)], where the 
vowels are normally /a/ and the intervocalic consonant is most often /t/. For example, /p/ appears in 
the word pata. /ʃ/ does not occur word-initially. It is more difficult to find minimal pairs for vowels since 
/e/ and /o/ historically occurred next to uvular stops only (Cusihuamán 1976a–b, Mejía Waman 2001). 
Nevertheless, all five vowels appear in a word-initial stressed open syllable following /t/, e.g., ['titi], 
['tuɾan], etc. Coda consonants occur in the environment ['(C)V_CV], where the first vowel is always /a/ 
and the onset of the second syllable is /t/ whenever possible. In codas the dorsals /k/ and /q/ are often 
(optionally) lenited to fricatives ([x] and [χ] respectively). No aspirates, ejectives, affricates, or /h/ ever 
close a syllable in Cusco Quechua, although /tʃ/ does occur syllable-finally in certain other varieties of 
Quechua, such as that spoken along the Huallaga River (Weber 1989, 1996). In the following table the 
substitution items in the leftmost column, as presented in writing to the five speakers, are transcribed 
using the practical (phonemic) Quechua orthography of Cusihuamán (1976a–b) and Mejía Waman 
(2001). In addition, here (but not on the sheets they read from), underlining is used to disambiguate 
which target segment is the intended one in words containing more than one instance of the same letter 
(e.g., toroq). 
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Table 2. Complete list of Quechua words used to elicit acoustic data 
vowels phonetic 

form 
Target
segment

gloss

tata ['tata] [a] ‘father, mister’
tete ['tete] [e] ‘lead, heavy blue-gray colored metal; heavy’ 
toroq ['toɾoq] [o] ‘species of large plant or tree with strong, resilient 

wood’
titi ['titi] [i] ‘fixed glance, stare’
turan ['tuɾan] [u] ‘her brother, cousin, friend, companion’ 
 

onset 
consonants 

  

yapa ['japa] [j] ‘increase, extra portion, bonus, appendix, thing added 
on, repetition, again’

wata ['wata] [w] ‘year, age; old’
ratay ['ɾataj] [ɾ] ‘to insult; to stick, adhere, unite, join’ 
lawa ['lawa] [l] ‘a soup made with flour’
llapan ['ʎapan] [ʎ] ‘all, every, everyone, altogether’ 
mata ['mata] [m] ‘ulcer, wound, or sore on the back of a beast of 

burden’
nanan ['nanan] [n] ‘painful, hurtful’
ñataq ['ɲataq] [ɲ] ‘also, again, frequently, over and over’ 
sapan ['sapan] [s] ‘only one, unique, isolated, lone’ 
hatu ['hatu] [h] ‘a decorated donkey or ass’
chatu ['tʃatu] [tʃ] ‘a small pitcher or jug used for holding water’
chhapa ['tʃhapa] [tʃh] ‘bran, husks of ground or sifted flour’ 
ch’ata ['tʃ’ata] [tʃ’] ‘union, connection between two parts of something 

that has broken or split apart’
pata ['pata] [p] ‘chair, seat; on top, above, over, high point’ 
tata ['tata] [t] ‘father, mister’
kata ['kata] [k] ‘a species of medicinal plant whose root fights fevers’
qata ['qata] [q] ‘cloak, overcoat, blanket’
phata ['phata] [ph] ‘the action of bursting or splitting open’ 
thata ['thata] [th] ‘a violent, unexpected shaking’ 
khata ['khata] [kh] ‘weak, lazy, feeble; plain, smooth, flat, undecorated 

cloth or fabric’
qhata ['qhata] [qh] ‘slope, dip, hill, mount’
p’ata ['p’ata] [p’] ‘the action of biting; a congregation or group of 

persons observing the same lifestyle’ 
t’ata ['t’ata] [t’] ‘having six fingers or six toes on the same hand or 

foot’
k’ata ['k’ata] [k’] ‘very small piece or fragment; nothing at all, not one 

mite’
q’ata ['q’ata] [q’] ‘a hard portion of something which is normally soft, 

as a kernel of corn that does not pop; muddy, turbid, 
unclear liquid’
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Coda 
consonants 

   

tayta ['tajta] [j] ‘father, dad, pop, mister, countryman’ 
tawqa ['tawqa] [w] ‘an orderly stack or pile of similar objects’ 
karpa ['kaɾpa] [ɾ] ‘a tent used for camping’ 
talta ['talta] [l] ‘scaffold, platform, pedestal, abutment’ 
kallpa ['kaʎpa] [ʎ] ‘strength, vigor, energy, potency’ 
pampa ['pampa] [m] ‘pampa, plain, prairie; ground or floor of a house; flat, 

level, smooth’ 
tanta ['tanta] [n] ‘combination, collection, grouping, meeting’ 
kancha ['kaɲtʃa] [ɲ] ‘patio, sports field, stadium, corral’ 
tanka ['taŋka] [ŋ] ‘a forked stick used to stir up fires, poker; doorstop; 

midget, dwarf’ 
tanqa ['taNqa] [N] ‘the action of pushing’ 
astay ['astaj] [s] ‘to haul, carry, transport; to move to another house’ 
ashkha ['aʃkha] [ʃ] ‘full, content, enough, too much, many, several’ 
sapsa ['sapsa] [p] ‘rag, tatter; ragged, tattered’ 
watmo ['watmo] [t] ‘(one who acts as a) godfather or godmother’ 
wakta ['wakta] [k]~[x] ‘by accident, jokingly, in jest, unintentionally, 

pretending’ 
paqta(q) ['paqta] [q]~[χ] ‘with care or caution; in a threatening, angry, or 

vexed manner; perhaps, maybe, by chance, just in 
case’ 

 

All of the Quechua words above, along with their definitions in Spanish, are found in the dictionary 
of Mejía Waman (2001), who was one of the five speakers I recorded as well. Cusihuamán G. (1976a) 
was also consulted in a few cases. In addition to the items listed in table 2, five other substitution words 
appeared in the elicitation list as fillers. At the very end of each sheet a different one of these five items 
was used to control for the typical (falling) list intonation effect, so they are not intended to be analyzed. 
Nevertheless, they are included in the recordings here for the sake of completeness. The five extra words 
are listed in table 3 below: 

Table 3. Filler items appearing in the elicitation lists 

word Phonetic 
form 

Target 
segment 

gloss 

tara ['taɾa] [a] ‘caper plant and fruit; a thorny, capparidaceous bush 
whose fruit is used in dyeing, tanning, and currying’ 

yana ['jana] [j] ‘black; strong, dark color’ 
tambu ['tambu] [m] ‘camp, campground, billet, quarters, the place where 

the imperial army camped; military zones or regions; 
roadside inn, hostel, tavern, lodge, boarding house, 
hospice; a traveler’s sleeping tent; lodging, boarding, 
billeting, quartering, camping 

hatun ['hatun] [h] ‘big, large, of great size; tall; important’ 
akta ['akta] [k]~[x] ‘tick, chigger’ 
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5 Files 

I now describe the content and structure of the accompanying recordings. There are a total of 15 files in 
WAV Audio format, as well as 15 corresponding text files. The WAV files each contain the pronunciation 
of the entire elicitation list one time by one speaker, displayed as an audio waveform. The text files, 
whose filenames end with “transcription,” contain a transcription tier designed to be opened in Praat 
along with the waveform file having the same name. For example, the WAV file titled “speaker 1, 
repetition 1” goes with the text file “speaker 1, repetition 1, transcription,” etc. Transcriptions are made 
using the practical orthography illustrated in the leftmost column of table 2 above. The 15 pairs of files 
correspond to five complete repetitions of the word list by each of three different speakers, who are 
arbitrarily identified as speaker 1, speaker 2, and speaker 3. The WAV files included here are not the 
original, untouched pronunciations as recorded live, although those are also available upon request. 
Rather, these files were slightly cleaned up during the process of transcription (to make them easier to 
work with) by removing utterances I judged to involve speaker errors, misreadings, stuttering, excessive 
pauses, etc. In particular, many Quechua readers tend to confuse aspirated and ejective stops in the 
practical orthography, and among these the contrast between /k/ and the uvular /q/ is especially 
troublesome (this applies only to reading, not to spontaneous speech). For this reason the recordings of 
the other two speakers are not included here since those files are especially messy and full of miscues of 
this type. 

6 Related literature 

All of the recordings discussed throughout these instructions have already been used for various types of 
instrumental studies, including total segmental duration, intensity, pitch, and vowel formant analysis. 
Those results are reported in two related papers: Parker (2008) in English, and Parker and Quintero 
(2007) in Spanish. Descriptive works on Cusco Quechua by Peruvian scholars include Cusihuamán 
(1976a–b) and Mejía Waman (2001). For theoretical aspects of the phonology of Cusco Quechua, a few 
important references are Parker and Weber (1996a–b), Parker (1997), McCarthy (2003), and the works 
cited therein. 

7 Contact information 

For any questions or clarifications regarding these recordings, please contact the author at the following 
e-mail address: steve-monica_parker@sil.org, or at 7500 W. Camp Wisdom Rd., Dallas, TX, 75236, USA. 

8 Acknowledgements 
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